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Attending this Premier marcus evans
Conference Will Enable You to:
• Link ERM and Solvency II performance
• Discover techniques to maximise internal modelling

and incorporate performance into ERM strategy
• Demonstrate solutions for effective stress testing 
• Review cultural challenges when implementing ERM
• Understand NEW ORSA requirements
• Evaluate QIS5 complications to your ERM infrastructure 

Learn from Key Practical Case Studies:
• QBE on making an effective ERM framework a reality
• Allianz Insurance on techniques to ensure greater

model accuracy
• Kiln Group practical techniques for effective

ORSA implementation
• Amlin Plc view implementation of ERM from the

board down
• Glacier Re present techniques to risk appetite calculation
• Willis Re cover views on ERM sustainability and effective

management of extreme risk

London, UK

16th–18th May 2011

conferences

marcus evans Expert Speaker Panel:

Half-Day Interactive Post-Conference Workshop:
Adjusting current practices to improve on transparency

Business Development Sponsor:

finance series

Media Partners:



Conference Day 1

16th May 2011

Drinks Reception Partner:

08:30 Registration and Coffee

09:00 Opening address from the chair

Paul Aston
Head of ORIC
ABI (Association for British Insurers)

POST CRISIS ERM MARKET UPDATES

09:10 ERM: Outlining the significance of this practice 
• How and why ERM can create shareholder value and

competitive advantage
• Integrating ERM in strategic planning: Insurance spotlight on risk
• Embedding a holistic approach to ERM
• Formation of a workable consistent ERM strategy within the business

strategy

Olav Jones
Chief Risk Officer
Fortis Insurance

09:50 ERM, sustainability and managing extremes: How emerging
megatrends will promote ERM 
• Grand unification: How ERM and Sustainability are synonymous and

its implications
• Managing extremes: Reinsurance heartland to political and public

policy zeitgeist
• Models create and consume capital: Risk in the modelled world, from

adolescence to adulthood
• ERM boom: Where it may bust, or at least c  reak
• Hope trumps fear: ERM to EOM, enterprise opportunity management

Rowan Douglas
CEO Global Analytics
Willis Re
Chairman
Willis Research Network

10:30 Morning Coffee and Networking Break

ORM VS. ERM MANAGEMENT

10:50 Risk based decision analysis in an ORM/ERM context 
• What are the goals of risk management? 
• Are risk practitioners addressing the right business problems?
• Transforming ORM/ERM for greater value

Ali Samad Khan
President
Stamford Risk Analytics

EFFECTIVE MODELLING TECHNIQUES

11:30 Case Study:
Making an effective ERM framework a reality
• Making ERM governance work
• Effective ERM reporting for strategic decision making
• Linking ERM with capital

Justin Skinner
Head of ERM
QBE European Operations

12:10 Case Study:
ERM: How can we assure the accuracy of our models?
• Which market implications are affecting specific analysis?
• Trends: Reviewing trends in the international framework
• What are the limits of ERM forecasts?
• Maximising performance ERM modelling

Ioannis Kotsianos
Assistant Vice President
Allianz Insurance

14:00 Risk measures: Choice and effect
• Risk measure as an essential component of capital management

strategy
• Risk measures: Characteristics vs. security level
• Decision on risk measure, pros and cons

Magdalena Klapper-Rybicka
Group Financial and Risk Modelling
SCOR

12:50 Luncheon

14:40 Case Study:
Your financial risk appetite: Calculation and management
• Integrate financial risk appetite into ERM strategy
• Calculation of your financial risk appetite: Understand systemic risk

levels
• Risk is not the enemy: Ensuring precise risk management
• Linking risk appetite with business appetite: Ensure balance
• Implication of risk appetite action plan

Tim Walker
Head of Risk Management
Glacier Re

15:20 Afternoon and Networking Break

STRESS TESTING FOR PIN POINT ACCURACY

15:40 Stress Testing: How can you ensure all risks are monitored?
• Testing the water: How effectively is this method being executed?
• Reviewing Pillar II complications
• Specific cases in need of rigorous testing
• Future trends: Emerging risks to test against
• How can regulation aid in stress test development?

Michiel van der Wardt
Senior Insurance Risk Officer
ING Group

16:20 Panel Discussion:
Stress testing: Is it time we incorporated all models for a
more accurate analysis?
• Taking the cost effective approach
• Generating effective stress testing scenarios
• Integrating stress tests across risks and products
• Embedding within an integrated risk management framework
• Reflecting on 2010 improvements

Andrew Hitchcox
Chief Actuary and Risk Officer
Kiln Group

Ioannis Kotsianos
Assistant Vice President
Allianz Insurance

Michiel van der Wardt
Senior Insurance Risk Officer
ING Group

Magdalena Klapper-Rybicka
Group Financial and Risk Modelling
SCOR

17:00 Closing Comments from the Chair

17:10 End of Day One



08:30 Registration and Coffee

09:00 Opening address from the chair

Paul Aston
Head of ORIC
ABI (Association for British Insurers)

SOLVENCY II REGULATION REVIEW

09:15 Panel Discussion:
Solvency II and ERM: Building a perfect relationship
• Ensure flexibility in ERM strategy to keep up with regulatory updates
• Unearthing the impact on internal models
• How has the financial crisis impacted on this market?
• Are the stress tests for ERM models adequate?
• How can Solvency II create a better playing field?

RISK MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION

10:00 Panel Discussion:
QIS5: What have we discovered about the current market
practices?
• QIS5: Incorporation and understanding
• How will this impact current ERM practice?
• What major complications will this attract to this market?
• Where does regulation go next?
• Reviewing the future benefits

Carlos Rami
Director
Actuarial and Financial Regulation
Association of Spanish Insurers

David Simmons
Managing Director, Analytics
Head of International ERM
Willis Re

10:45 Morning Coffee and Networking Break

11:15 Panel Discussion:
Operational risk management: Is it time we took
operational risk seriously?
• Effectively calculating operational risk assessments
• Discussing the impact if not addressed: Integration into ERM strategy
• Effectively identifying new risk classes
• Should we look to integrate operational risk in stress

testing methods?
• What will the future hold?

12:00 Effectively integrating your risk management framework
• Integration: The nature of good ERM
• Can integration be cost effective?
• Explaining risk management integration to the entire workforce
• Outlining the benefits to ERM infrastructure

David Simmons
Managing Director, Analytics
Head of International ERM
Willis Re

12:45 Luncheon

CAPITALISING ON REPORTING DEMANDS

14:00 Case Study:
ORSA assessments practical implications and framework
integration
• Efficiently putting together ORSA assessments
• Production of the ORSA report
• Calculation of information: Linking ORSA assessment with the

business plan

Andrew Hitchcox
Chief Actuary and Risk Officer
Kiln Group

REGIONAL COMPLICATIONS TO EFFECTIVE ERM

14:45 Dealing with cultural challenges in implementing an
effective ERM process
• Lost in translation: Conveying concepts to those unfamiliar
• It’s not mine, it’s yours: How do you get local ownership of

companywide documentation and risk indicators?
• Effective risk governance at a smaller organisation
• Combining the quantitative and the qualitative
• The challenges for subsidiaries of non-EU multinationals

David Gulland
Managing Director
RGA UK

15:30 Afternoon and Networking Break

16:00 Case Study:
Embedding ERM from the board down
• Where do you start?
• Communication: Reviewing the importance of a

balanced understanding
• Maintaining a strong risk culture
• Reporting techniques: How accurate are our projections?

Alex Hindson
Chairman of the Institute of Risk Management,
Head of Group Risk 
Amlin plc

16:45 Closing Comments from the Chair

17:00 End of Conference

Conference Day 2

17th May 2011

Business Development Opportunities:
Does your company have services, solutions or technologies that the
conference delegates would benefit from knowing about? If so, you can find
out more about the exhibiting, networking and branding opportunities
available by contacting our sponsorship division.
Athul George on +44 (0) 20 3002 3172,
e-mail: AthulG@marcusevansuk.com 
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marcus evans Financial Markets Training:
marcus evans training is one of the leading international providers of
specialised financial markets training. Our industry expert trainers will
provide you with in-depth information and interactive learning to help
you reach your goals. We make extensive use of pre and post course
questionnaires to ensure that our training delivers exactly what our
delegates require. Numbers of delegates on our courses are strictly limited
to optimise your learning experience.
Banking, Finance and Insurance Training.
For further details please contact: Kekeli Sodji
on +44 (0) 20 3002 3383, or e-mail KekeliS@marcusevansuk.com 

Limited Edition Corporate Package

Post-Conference Workshop

18th May 2011

Half-Day Interactive Pre-Conference Workshop

ORSA: PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES TO SIMPLIFY
THIS REQUIREMENT

This workshop will allow participants to fully understand the
complications of ORSA requirements in the wake of new
regulatory demands.

08:30 Registration and Morning Coffee

09:00 Workshop Leader’s Opening Remarks

Topics Covered Include:
• ORSA key start points
• Are we capturing all risks?
• Reviewing the importance of this requirement 
• What are the complications for multinational companies?
• Discussing updates by CIEOPS

Attendees will be able to enjoy afternoon tea and networking
opportunities midway through the workshop at 11:00

13:00 Workshop Leader’s Closing Remarks

marcus evans

marcus evans summits

Producers and promoters of over 150 of the world’s leading business
and economic summits every year for senior decision makers at
exclusive locations around the world. These events provide attendees
with a unique opportunity to access the latest developments in their
chosen industry and to network in a structured environment with
leading industry practitioners.

marcus evans conferences

Producers of high quality business to business conferences designed to
address the strategic information needs of senior executives. Speakers
are practitioners from international blue-chip organisations and
financial institutions, as well as business schools, academic bodies and
government ministries. More than 1,000 conferences take place each
year, attracting over 100,000 delegates and 16,000 speakers.

marcus evans professional training

Sector Focused and General Management Training through high quality
courses, videos and CD-ROMs enables organisations of any size and
geographical location to benefit from working with marcus evans
for all their training needs. The clients’ demands for high quality 
hands-on training drives the focus for content, and thorough research
ensures a compatibility with current business concerns.

marcus evans language training

marcus evans linguarama offers effective training in language,
communication and culture for business and professional people. With
more than 30 years’ experience and over 20 centres in Europe, we are
one of Europe’s largest business language and communication training
organisations. Each year marcus evans linguarama trains people
from over 60 countries worldwide and provides over 1,000 companies
and organisations with total training solutions where our courses are
focused entirely on the needs of the individual participant or group and
have practical relevance to business and professional life.

marcus evans corporate hospitality

Specialists in corporate hospitality linked to the premier international
sporting events around the world. Trading as The Hospitality Group
(thg), Sports Marketing Group (smg) and International Championship
Management, the event diary is nothing less than an international
sporting directory.

marcus evans congresses

marcus evans congresses bring together the leading vendors and
decision makers from a wide range of services and industries. Each
event provides an opportunity for key suppliers to exhibit and
demonstrate their products to the region’s key professionals. In addition
to the exhibition format the event’s educational conference is attended
only by delegates who are pre-qualified, in most cases to a minimum
spend of US$5 million and many with budgets in excess of $50 million.


